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The Nº4v

‘Uniting time-honoured craft with ingredients harvested from nature,
The Reformer is our vegan wonder bed.’

The Nº4v is handmade from the finest natural ingredients with no synthetic fillings and free-from animal 
products. Certified vegan by The Vegan Society, the Nº4v box spring, mattress and topper combine to 
create a bed that is the ultimate in plant-based comfort. 

The CFv topper features a sumptuous core of organic GOTS certified GM free cotton and flax, with an 
outer layer of super-soft bamboo and viscose. 

The tall, nested pocket springs within the Nº4v mattress are wrapped in a layer of natural Tampico fibres. 
Organic cotton and flax, bamboo and viscose are then layered on top to create a deep mattress. 

The large hour-glass springs within the Nº4v box spring are topped with both Tampico fibres and organic 
cotton and flax to create a supportive foundation for your mattress.  

The Vegan Society certified Nº4v is created at Savoir Wales Bedworks and, like all our beds, each one is 
fashioned on a trestle table by one master craftsperson whose hands take it from inception to 
completion. 

CFv TOPPER 

Core comprising generous layers 
of organic GOTS Certified GM free 
cotton and flax 

Soft bamboo and viscose outer 
layers

Natural cotton case made up in 
our trademark Trellis ticking

MATTRESS 

Hand-tied, 7.5-turn pocket 
springs

Tampico layer around the springs 
with layers of organic GOTS 
Certified GM free cotton and flax, 
bamboo and viscose 

Tape edge and hand-side- 
stitching

BOX SPRING 

Grade 1 pine frame, screwed and 
glued

Independent 6”/15cm hourglass 
springs

Webbed interlinking with 
Loomstate cotton

1”/2cm, cotton roll edge

Tampico topped with a layer of 
organic GOTS Certified GM free 
cotton and flax

The Reformer



savoirbeds.com

For further information, please view our showrooms page for contact details  
or alternatively, email info@savoirbeds.co.uk




